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Abstract. Over the past decade, researchers have found context-sensitive term-rewriting
semantics to be powerful and expressive tools for modeling programming languages,
particularly in establishing type soundness proofs. Unfortunately, developing such se-
mantics is an error-prone activity. To address that problem, we have designed PLT Re-
dex, an embedded domain-specific language that helps users interactively create and
debug context-sensitive term-rewriting systems. We introduce the tool with a series of
examples and discuss our experience using it in courses and developing an operational
semantics for R5RS Scheme.

1 Introduction

Since the late 1980s researchers have used context-sensitive term-rewriting systems
as one of their primary tools for specifying the semantics of programming languages.
They do so with good reason. Syntactic rewriting systems have proved to be simple,
flexible, composable, and expressive abstractions for describing programming language
behaviors. In particular, the rewriting approach to operational semantics described by
Felleisen and Hieb [1] and popularized by Wright and Felleisen [2] is widely referenced
and used.

Unfortunately, designing context-sensitive rewriting systems is subtle and error-
prone. People often make mistakes in their rewriting rules that can be difficult to detect,
much less correct. Researchers have begun to acknowledge and respond to this diffi-
culty. Xiao, Sabry, and Ariola [3], for instance, developed a tool that verifies that a
given context-sensitive term-rewriting system satisfies the unique evaluation context
lemma. In the same spirit, we present PLT Redex, a domain-specific language for
context-sensitive reduction systems embedded in PLT Scheme [4]. It allows its users
to express rewriting rules in a convenient and precise way, to visualize the chains of
reductions that their rules produce for particular terms, and to test subject reduction
theorems. In section 2 of this paper we briefly explain context-sensitive term rewriting,
in section 3 we introduce the rewrite language through a series of examples, and in sec-
tion 4 we discuss how the language helps with subject reduction proofs. We discuss our
experience in section 5, related work in section 6, and conclude with section 7.

2 Context-Sensitive Rewriting: A Brief Overview

In his seminal paper [5] on the relationship among abstract machines, interpreters and
theλ-calculus, Plotkin shows that an evaluator specified via an abstract machine defines



e = (e e) | x | v ((λ (x) e) v) 7→ e[v/x] (βv)
v = (λ (x) e) | f (f v) 7→ δ(f ,v) (δv)

Plotkin
e 7→ e′

e→ e′

e→ e′

(e e′′) → (e′ e′′)

e→ e′

(v e) → (v e′)

Felleisen/Hieb
E = [] | (v E) | (E e)

if e 7→ e′, thenE[e] → E[e′]

Fig. 1.Specifying an evaluator forλv

the same function as an evaluator specified via a recursive interpreter. Furthermore, the
standard reduction theorem for aλ-calculus generated from properly restricted reduc-
tion relations is also equivalent to this function. As Plotkin indicated, the latter definition
is by far the most concise and the easiest to use for many proofs.

Figure 1 presents Plotkin’sλv-calculus. The top portion defines expressions, values,
and the two basic relations (βv andδv). The rules below on the left are his specification
of the strategy for applying those two basic rules in a leftmost-outermost manner.

In a 1989 paper, Felleisen and Hieb [1] develop an alternate presentation of Plotkin’s
λ-calculi. Like Plotkin, they useβv andδv as primitive rewriting rules. Instead of in-
ference rules, however, they specify a set of evaluation contexts. Roughly speaking, an
evaluation contextis a term with a hole at the point where the next rewriting step must
take place. Placing a term in the hole is equivalent to the textual substitution of the
hole by the term [6]. The right side of the bottom half of figure 1 shows how to specify
Plotkin’s evaluator function with evaluation contexts.

While the two specifications of a call-by-value evaluator are similar at first glance,
Felleisen and Hieb’s is more suitable for extensions with non-functional constructs (as-
signment, exceptions, control, threads, etc). Figure 2 shows how easy it is to extend the
system of figure 1 (right) with assignable variables. Each program is now a pair of a
store and an expression. The bindings in the store introduce the mutable variables and
bind free variables in the expression. When a dereference expression for a store vari-
able appears in the hole of an evaluation context, it is replaced with its value. When an
assignment with a value on the right-hand side appears in the hole, the let-bindings are
modified to capture the effect of the assignment statement. The entire extension con-
sists of three rules, with the original two rules included verbatim. Felleisen and Hieb
also showed that this system can be turned into a conventional context-free calculus like
theλ-calculus.

Context-sensitive term-rewriting systems are ideally suited for proving the type
soundness of programming languages. Wright and Felleisen [2] showed how this works
for imperative extensions of theλ-calculus and a large number of people have adapted
the technique to other languages since then.
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p = ((store(x v) . . . ) e)
e= · · · as before· · · | (let ((x e)) e) | (set! x e)
P = ((store(x v) . . . ) E)
E = · · · as before· · · | (let ((x E)) e) | (set! x E)

((store(x1 v1) . . . (x2 v2) (x3 v3) . . . )
E[x2]) →

((store(x1 v1) . . . (x2 v2) (x3 v3) . . . )
E[v2])

((store(x1 v1) . . . (x2 v2) (x3 v3) . . . )
E[(set! x2 v4)]) →

((store(x1 v1) . . . (x2 v4) (x3 v3) . . . )
E[v4])

((store(x1 v1) . . . ) E[(let ((x2 v2)) e)]) →
((store(x1 v1) . . . (x3 v2)) E[e[x3 / x2]])
where x3 is fresh

if e 7→ e′, thenP[e] → P[e′]

Fig. 2.Specifying an evaluator forλS

Not surprisingly, though, as researchers have modelled more and more complex
languages with these systems, they have found it more and more difficult to model them
accurately, as two of the authors discovered when they used it to specify the kernel of
Java [7].

3 A Language for Specifying Context-Sensitive Rewriting

To manage this complexity, we have developed PLT Redex, a declarative domain-
specific language for specifying context-sensitive rewriting systems. The language is
embedded in MzScheme [4], an extension of R5RS Scheme. MzScheme is particularly
suitable for our purposes for two reasons. First, as an extension of Scheme, its basic
form of data includes S-expressions and primitives for manipulating S-expressions as
patterns. Roughly speaking, an S-expression is an abstract syntax tree representation
of a syntactic term, making it a natural choice for manipulating program text. Second,
embedding PLT Redex in MzScheme gives PLT Redex programmers a program devel-
opment environment and extensive libraries for free.

The three key forms PLT Redex introduces arelanguage, red, andtraces(we type-
set syntactic forms in bold and functions in italics). The first,

(language(<non-terminal-name> <rhs-pattern> . . . ) . . . )

specifies a BNF grammar for a regular tree language. Each right-hand side is written in
PLT Redex’s pattern language (consisting of a mixture of concrete syntax elements and
non-terminals, roughly speaking). With a language definition in place, thered form is
used to define the reduction relation:

(red <language-name> <lhs-pattern> <consequence>)

Syntactically, it consists of three sub-expressions: a language to which the reduction ap-
plies, a source pattern specifying which terms the rule matches, and Scheme code that,
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e= v | (e e) | (+ e e) | x
v = (λ (x) e) | number
c = [ ]
| (v c) | (c e)
| (+ v c) | (+ c e)

x∈ Vars

(defineλv

(language(e v(e e) (+ e e) x)
(v (lambda(x) e) number)
(c hole

(v c) (c e)
(+ v c) (+ c e))

(x (variable-except lambda+)))

c[(+ dn1
e dn2

e)]
→ c[dn1 + n2

e]
(red λv (in-hole c1 (+ number1 number2))

(replace(term c 1) (term hole)
(+ (term number1) (term number2))))

c[(λ (x) e) v)]
→ c[e[x/v]]

(red λv (in-hole c1 ((lambda(x 1) e 1) v 1))
(replace(term c 1) (term hole)

(substitute(term x 1)
(term v 1)
(term e 1)))))

Fig. 3.λv semantics

Fig. 4.Reduction of a simpleλv term and ofΩ

when evaluated, produces the resulting term as an S-expression. Finally, the function
tracesaccepts a language, a list of reductions, and a term (in Scheme terms, an arbi-
trary S-expression). When invoked, it opens a window that shows the reduction graph
of terms reachable from the initial term. All screenshots in this paper show the output
of traces. The remainder of this section presents PLT Redex via a series of examples.

3.1 Example:λv

Our first example is Plotkin’s call-by-valueλ-calculus, extended with numbers and ad-
dition. Figure 3 shows its definition in Felleisen and Hieb’s notation on the left, and in
PLT Redex, on the right.

Theλv language consists of abstractions, numbers, applications, sums, and variable
references, and has only two rewriting rules. As figure 3 shows, the traditional mathe-
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matical notation translates directly into PLT Redex: each line in the BNF description of
λv ’s grammar becomes one line inlanguage. The pattern (variable-except lambda+)
matches any symbol except those listed (in this case,lambdaand+).

The reduction rules also translate literally into uses of thered form. The first re-
duction rule defines the semantics of addition. The pattern in the second argument to
red matches expressions where a syntactic term of the form (+ number number) is the
next step to be performed. It also binds the pattern metavariablesc 1, number1, and
number2 to the context and+’s operands, respectively. In general, pattern variables
with underscores must match the non-terminal before the underscore.

The third subexpression ofred constructs a new S-expression where the addition
operation is replaced by the sum of the operands, using Scheme’s+ operator (numeric
constants in S-expressions are identical to the numbers they represent). Thein-holepat-
tern is dual to thereplacefunction. The former decomposes an expression into a context
and a hole, and the latter composes an expression from a context and its hole’s new con-
tent. Theterm form is PLT Redex’s general-purpose tool for building S-expressions.
Here we use it only to dereference pattern variables. The second reduction rule,βv,
uses the functionsubstituteto perform capture-avoiding variable substitution.4 Figure 4
shows a term that reduces to 92 on the left and a term that diverges on the right. Ar-
rows are drawn from each term to the terms it can directly reduce to; the circular arrow
attached to theΩ term indicates that it reduces to itself. In general, thetracesfunction
generates a user-specified number of terms and then waits until the “Reduce” button is
clicked.

3.2 Example:λS

Figure 5 contains PLT Redex definitions forλS in parallel to the definitions given in
figure 2. The first rules uses an ellipses pattern to match a sequence of any length,
including zero, whose elements match the pattern before the ellipses. In this case, the
pattern used to match against the store is a common idiom, matching three instances
of a pattern with ellipses after the first and the last. This idiom is used to select an
interesting S-expression in a sequence; in this case it matchesx i to every variable in
the store andv i to the corresponding value. To restrict the scope of the match, we use
the same pattern variable,x i, in both the store and in the expression. This duplication
constrains S-expressions matched in the two places to be structurally identical, and thus
the variable in the store and the variable in the term must be the same.

In figure 5 we also seeterm used to construct construct large S-expressions rather
than just to get the values of pattern metavariables. In addition to treating pattern vari-
ables specially,term also has special rules for commas and ellipses. The expression
following a comma is evaluated as Scheme code and its result is placed into the S-
expression at that point. Ellipses in aterm expression are duals to the pattern ellipses.
The pattern before an ellipsis in a pattern is matched against a sequence of S-expressions
and the S-expression before an ellipsis in aterm expression is expanded into a sequence

4 Currently,substitutemust be defined by the user using a more primitive built-in form called
subst whose details we elide for space. We intend to eliminate this requirement in a future
version of PLT Redex; see section 7.
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(defineλS

(language
(p ((store(x v) . . . ) e))
(e · · · as before· · ·

(let ((x e)) e)
(set! x e))

(x (variable-except
lambda set! let))

(PC ((store(x v) . . . ) EC))
(EC · · · as before· · ·

(set! x EC)
(let ((x EC)) e)))

(red λS

((store(x a v a) . . . (x i v i) (x b v b) . . . )
(in-hole EC1 x i))

(term ((store(x a v a) . . . (x i v i) (x b v b) . . . )
,(replace(term EC 1) (term hole) (term v i)))))

(red λS

((store(x a v a) . . . (x i v old) (x b v b) . . . )
(in-hole EC1 (set! x i v new)))

(term ((store(x a v a) . . . (x i v new) (x b v b) . . . )
,(replace(term EC 1) (term hole) (term v new)))))

(red λS

((store(x a v a) . . . )
(in-hole EC1 (let ((x i v i)) e 1)))

(let ((new-x(variable-not-in(term (x a . . . )) (term x i))))
(term ((store(x a v a) . . . (,new-x vi))

,(replace(term EC 1) (term hole)
(substitute(term x i) new-x(term e 1)))))))

Fig. 5.λS semantics

Fig. 6.Reduction of a simpleλS term

of S-expressions and spliced into its context.5 Accordingly, the first rule produces a term
whose store is identical to the store in the term it consumed.

The final rule also introduces another PLT Redex function,variable-not-in, which
takes an arbitrary syntactic term and a variable name and produces a new variable whose
name is similar to the input variable’s name and that does not occur in the given term.

Figure 6 shows a sample reduction sequence inλS using, in order, alet reduction,
aset!reduction, aβv reduction, and a dereference reduction.

3.3 Example: ThreadedλS

We can add concurrency toλS with surprisingly few modifications. The language
changes as shown in figure 7. A program still consists of a single store, but instead
of just one expression it now contains one expression per thread. In addition, each ref-
erence toEC in theλS reductions becomesTC. No other changes need to be made, and
in particular no reduction rules need modification.

5 With the exception of ellipsis and pattern variables,term is identical to Scheme’squasiquote.
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(definet-λS

(language
(p ((store(x v) . . . ) (threads e. . . )))
(PC ((store(x v) . . . ) TC))
(TC (threads e. . . EC e. . . ))
· · · as before· · ·)

Fig. 7.ThreadedλS Fig. 8.Multiple reductions

((store(x 1))
(threads
(set! x(+ x 1))
(set! x(+ x−1))))

On the left, a threadedλS term and on the right, boxes containing
x’s value and the number of subexpressions remaining in each thread

Fig. 9.Reduction summary usingtraces

To express non-determinism, PLT Redex’s pattern language supports ambiguous
patterns by findingall possibleways a pattern might match a term. Consider theTC
evaluation context in figure 7, which uses the selection idiom described in section 3.2.
Unlike that example, nothing restricts this selection to a particular thread, so PLT Redex
produces multiple matches, one for each reducible thread. Thetraceswindow reflects
this by displaying all of the reductions that apply to each term when constructing the
reduction graph, as shown in figure 8.

Due to the possible interleaving of multiple threads, even simple expressions re-
duce many different ways and gaining insight from a thicket of terms can be difficult.
Accordingly, traceshas an optional extra argument that allows the user to provide an
alternative view of the term that can express a summary or just the salient part of a
term without affecting the underlying reduction sequence. Figure 9 shows an example
summarized reduction sequence.

4 Subject Reduction

A widely used proof technique for establishing type soundness [2] is based on context-
sensitive rewriting semantics. Each proof has a key subject-reduction lemma that guar-
antees that the type of a term before a reduction matches the type after the reduction.
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Fig. 10.Subject fails in second reduction

PLT Redex provides support for exploring and debugging such subject-reduction
lemmas. The functiontraces/predicateallows the user to specify a predicate that imple-
ments the subject of the subject-reduction lemma. Then,traces/predicatehighlights in
red italics any terms that do not satisfy it.

As an example, figure 10 shows a reduction sequence for a term where the third
step’s type does not match the first step’s. In this particular example, the user swapped
the order of arguments tosubstitute, making theβv reduction incorrectly substitute the
body of the function into the argument.

5 Experience Using PLT Redex

As the examples in section 3 suggest, PLT Redex is suitable for modeling a wide variety
of languages. That suggestion has been borne out in practice as we have developed a
reduction semantics for R5RS Scheme that captures the language in as much detail as
the R5RS formal semantics does [8, section 7.2]. Our experience developing one facet
of the semantics highlights the strength of PLT Redex. In evaluating a procedure call,
the R5RS document deliberately leaves unspecified the order in which arguments are
evaluated, but specifies that [8, section 4.1.3]

the effect of any concurrent evaluation of the operator and operand expressions
is constrained to be consistent withsomesequential order of evaluation. The
order of evaluation may be chosen differently for each procedure call

In the formal semantics section, the authors explain how they model this ambiguity:

[w]e mimic [the order of evaluation] by applying arbitrary permutationsper-
muteand unpermute. . . to the arguments in a call before and after they are
evaluated. This is not quite right since it suggests, incorrectly, that the order of
evaluation is constant throughout a program. . .. [8, Section 7.2].

We realized that our rules, in contrast, can capture the intended semantics using
nondeterminism to select the argument to reduce. Our initial, incorrect idea of how to
capture this was to change the definition of expression evaluation contexts (otherwise
similar to those inλS) so that they could occur on either side of an application:

(language(EC (e EC) (EC e)) · · · as before· · ·))
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(definer5
(language
(inert (mark v)

e)
(EC ((mark EC) inert)

(inert (mark EC))))
· · · as before· · ·)

(red r5 (in-hole PC1 (e 1 inert 1))
(replace(term PC 1) (term hole)

(term ((mark e1) inert 1))))
(red r5 (in-hole PC1 (inert 1 e 1))

(replace(term PC 1) (term hole)
(term (inert 1 (mark e1)))))

(red r5 (in-hole c1 ((mark (lambda(x 1) e 1)) (mark v1)))
(replace(term c 1)

(term hole)
(substitute(term x 1) (term v 1) (term e 1)))))

Fig. 11.Reduction rules for unspecified application order

When we visualized a few reductions using that modification usingtraces, we quickly
spotted an error in our approach. We had accidentally introduced non-deterministic
concurrency to the language. The term

(let ((x 1)) (((lambda(y) (lambda(z) x))
(set! x(+ x 1)))

(set! x(− x 1))))

should always reduce to1. Under our semantics, however, it could also reduce to2 and
0, just as the term in figure 9 does.

Experimenting with the faulty system gave us the insight into how to fix it. We
realized that the choice of which term in an application should be ambiguous, but once
the choice had been made, there should not be any further ambiguity. Accordingly, we
introduced a mark in application expressions. The choice of where to place the mark is
arbitrary, but once a mark is placed, evaluation under that mark must complete before
the other subexpression of an application is evaluated.

Figure 11 shows the necessary revisions toλS to support R5RS-style procedure
applications. We introduce the non-terminalinert to stand for terms where evaluation
does not occur,i.e., unmarked expressions or marked values. The top two reductions on
the right-hand side of the figure non-deterministically introduce marks into applications.
The evaluation contexts change to ensure that evaluation only occurs inside marked
expressions, and application changes to expect marked procedures and arguments.

In addition to providing a graphical interface to reduction graphs, PLT Redex also
provides a programatic interface to the reduction graphs as a consequence of its being
embedded in PLT Scheme. This interface let us build large automatic test suites for the
R5RS semantics system among others that we could run without having to calltraces
and produce visual output. We found these test cases to be invaluable during devel-
opment, since changes to one section of our semantics often had effects on seemingly
unrelated sections and inspecting visual output manually quickly became infeasible.

We gained additional experience by using PLT Redex as a pedagogical tool. The
University of Utah’s graduate-level course on programming languages introduces stu-
dents to the formal specification of languages through context-sensitive rewriting. Stu-
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dents model a toy arithmetic language, the pureλ-calculus, the call-by-valueλ-calculus
(including extensions for state and exceptions), typedλ-calculi, and a model of Java.

In the most recent offering of the course, we implemented many of the course’s
reduction systems using PLT Redex, and students used PLT Redex to explore specific
evaluations. Naturally, concepts such as confluence and determinism stood out particu-
larly well in the graphical presentation of reduction sequences. In the part of the course
where we derive an interpreter for theλ-calculus through a series of “machines,” PLT
Redex was helpful in exposing the usefulness of each machine change.

As a final project, students implemented context-sensitive rewriting models from
recent conference papers as PLT Redex programs. This exercise provided students with
a much deeper understanding of the models than they would have gained from merely
reading the paper. For a typical paper, students had to fill significant gaps in the formal
content (e.g., the figures with grammars and reduction rules). This experience suggests
that paper authors could benefit from creating a machine-checked version of a model,
which would help to ensure that all relevant details are included in a paper’s formalism.

6 Related Work

Many researchers have implemented programs similar to our reduction tool. For ex-
ample, Elan [9], Maude [10], and Stratego [11] all allow users to implement term-
rewriting systems (and more), but are focused more on context-free term-rewriting.
The ASF+SDF compiler [12] has strong connections to PLT Redex but is geared to-
wards language implementation rather than exploration and so makes tradeoffs that do
not suit the needs of lightweight debugging (but that make it a better tool for building
efficient large-scale language implementations).

Our reduction tool is focused on context-sensitive rewriting and aims to help its
users visualize and understand rewriting systems rather than employ them for some
other purpose. Thein2 graphical interpreter for interaction nets [13] also helps its users
visualize sequences of reductions, but is tailored to a single language.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Our own efforts to develop novel rewriting systems and to teach operational semantics
based on term-rewriting to students have been aided greatly by having an automatic
way to visualize rewriting systems. We are confident that PLT Redex can be useful to
others for the same purposes.

Our implementation is reasonably efficient. The test suite for our “beginner” lan-
guage semantics, a system with 14 nonterminals with 55 total productions and 52 re-
duction rules that models a reasonable purely-functional subset of Scheme intended for
beginning programmers, runs 90 reductions in just over 2 seconds on our test machine.
This represents a huge slowdown over the speed one would expect from a dedicated
interpreter, but in practice seems quick enough to be useful.

We plan to extend PLT Redex to allow simple ways to express the binding structure
of a language, which will allow us to synthesize capture-avoiding substitution rules
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automatically. We also plan to add more support for the reduction rules commonly used
in the literature, such as source patterns that match only if other patterns did not.

Our implementation of PLT Redex is available as an add-on package to DrScheme
(http://www.drscheme.org). Choose DrScheme’sFile|Install .plt File menu item and
supply this url: http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/%7Ejacobm/plt/pltredex.plt
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